De novo design of drug-like molecules by a fragment-based molecular evolutionary approach.
This paper describes a similarity-driven simple evolutionary approach to producing candidate molecules of new drugs. The aim of the method is to explore the candidates that are structurally similar to the reference molecule and yet somewhat different in not only peripheral chains but also their scaffolds. The method employs a known active molecule of our interest as a reference molecule which is used to navigate a huge chemical space. The reference molecule is also used to obtain seed fragments. An initial set of individual structures is prepared with the seed fragments and additional fragments using several connection rules. The fragment library is preferably prepared from a collection of known molecules related to the target of the reference molecule. Every fragment of the library can be used for fragment-based mutation. All the fragments are categorized into three classes; rings, linkers, and side chains. New individuals are produced by the crossover and the fragment-based mutation with the fragment library. Computer experiments with our own fragment library prepared from GPCR SARfari verified the feasibility of our approach to drug discovery.